


Antimicrobial peptides:
Where are they?

 In everything from Amoebas to Humans
 Abundant in vertebrates in:
External Mucosa
– eyes, mouth, genitourinary, skin, lung, trachea

Immune cells
– neutrophils

Intestinal tract (duodenum)
– in humans; Paneth cells are the source



Human source



Properties
 Up to 50 aminoacids long

 A net positive charge of at least +2 (Arg, Lys)

 Effectors of innate immune response

 Antimicrobial activity against G-, G+ bacteria, fungi, viruses, Anticancer activity



HUMAN PLANT

Defensin-like



Precursor

AMP



Mechanism of action



Mechanism of action(direct
effect)



Mechanism of action(direct
effect)



Mechanism of action(indirect
effect)



Antimicrobial peptides:
Why are they selective?





Selected AMPs in clinical phase.



Piscidins
 First family of AMPs from the mast cells of

hybrid striped bass
 Important roles in the innateimmune sys of fish
 Pis-1 shows the highest antibacterial activity
 Against a wide variety of pathogens
 Fungi, yeast, Gram-positive and -negative

bacteria (including antibiotic-resistant bacteria)



Problems:

Hemolysis and cytotoxicity



Peptide engineering

 .
Piscidin-1:hydrophobic face> hydrophilic face



Cytotoxicity
3T3 cells



Antibacterial property



Therapeutic index



SEM



lipid vesicles

 Mammalian membrane mimetic :
 Phosphatidylcholine (PC) and cholesterol (Chol)
 Bacterial membrane mimetic:
 Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) and phosphatidylglycerol

(PG)
 DiSC3(5) is a fluorogenic probe to measure configuration

induced by membrane altering agents



CONT…



Circular dichroism



localization of  AMPs



Quantitative analysis of fluorescence
intensity

NBD-labeled AMPs



In vitro: LAL assay and TNF, IL1



In vivo: Survival and TNF, IL1



Propidium iodide(PI)



FITC-annexin V staining



Discussion

 In the present study several novel analogs of
piscidin-1

These analogs demonstrated:
 Antimicrobial
 Lower cytotoxicity
 Vitro and in vivo anti-endotoxin properties



 Substitution of T with L- or D-lysine reduced
haemolytic and cytotoxic properties

 Analogs displayed potent antibacterial activity
against various Gram positive and Gram negative
bacteria

 So,addition of two positively charged L or D-lysine
residues in the between interface of polar and non-
polar faces of piscidin-1 for the generation of its two
cell-selective analogs



 These two novel analogs retained the antibacterial
activity and neutralized LPS-induced pro-
inflammatory responses

 100% survival of mice, treated with lethal dose of
LPS in


